QUICK RESPONSE
METAL FABRICATION

A PERSONAL COMMITMENT
IN EVERY JOB WE DO
The traditional method of judging sheet metal fabricators has been by the length of their
equipment list or the size of their production floor. Buyers have been conditioned to
believe that “big company” customer lists, excess capacity and redundant processes
were indicators of production effectiveness.
But times have changed.
FabriFast represents a new breed of sheet metal fabricator, one that knows the only true
FabriFast Engineering accepts
CAD files in a variety of formats,
including SolidWorks, DXF
or IGES formats.

way to judge a company is by results. Quick quote turnaround. Exceptional production
speed. Consistent high quality. Complete, on-time deliveries. And relentless cost control.
As the founding owners of FabriFast, we draw on decades of manufacturing and
management experience in related public and private companies. We know the
difference between results and effort. Most of all, we recognize the importance of our
personal commitment in delivering on the FabriFast promise of superior performance
in every job we do.
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A FRESH APPROACH
TO METAL FABRICATION
Many foresee a bleak future for U.S.-based sheet metal fabrication. We disagree.
It is true that high-volume, low-mix metal fabrication is increasingly moving to
lower-cost countries. But the need for customized, quick-response, cost-effective
sheet metal fabrication is vibrant and growing.
And that’s what FabriFast is all about.
Built from the ground up to address today’s manufacturing environment, FabriFast
CNC machines and advanced
metal forming software help
ensure quality and consistency
from run to run.

offers our customers unique advantages in speed, cost and quality, with no excess
baggage to weigh us down.
If, like us, you value speed and responsiveness, detest waste and needless overhead,
and believe in the capability of the American worker, FabriFast should be on your short
list of firms to consider for your next sheet metal fabrication job.

FabriFast is equipped to work with a variety of materials
including carbon, galvanized and stainless steel, as well
as aluminum.

FABRIFAST
ADVANTAGES

FabriFast provides spot, MIG and TIG
welding capability.

We exclusively use “air bend” forming
techniques to increase speed and reduce
customer tool costs.

Best-in-class responsiveness

Measured quality and delivery

• Quotes in one to two days

• Publicly posted performance …
nothing hidden from the customer

• Production runs in two weeks
• Simple, intuitive information systems

• Advanced process control from
start to finish

Structured for lower cost

• Our measure: 100% complete
and on time, or it’s late!

• Highly skilled, flexible workforce
• Lean Manufacturing designed
into every process

Owner involvement

• Advanced technology, highly
productive equipment

• Complete accountability

• Low overhead, high asset utilization
• Opportunity for joint cost-ofownership savings

• Experience and commitment
• Streamlined decision-making

THE FABRIFAST MISSION

To be the most responsive supplier of light to medium-gauge
sheet metal fabrications for customers with low unit volumes
and high product variety.
Precision, quick-change
tooling allows fast
set-ups, manufacturing
flexibility and maximum
machine utilization.
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